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Kill team rules pdf

Introduction To Warhammer40,000: Kill Team is a fast-food miniature game that makes an elite team of specialists, ragtag fanatics, and hard-bitten veterans fight each other in a vicious battle to the death. Draw your knives, check your ammo, mutter a quick prayer for your god and get ready to join the fight! Game of Kill Team revolves around a vital conflict between a small but
powerful group of soldiers rather than a large army. They are an opportunity to tell cinematic tabletop stories in which every single combatant is counted, and every model you command develops their own personality and history. Can the enemy leader be eliminated before he can reach - and activate - the weapon of doom? Can your scouting powers sever enemy lines of
communication and get clear before they are caught? Will the newly deployed elite specialist army be crippled by a group of hardened veterans fighting, and will the eagle-eyed sniper drop his tenth murder in a row? These and countless other narratives are waiting to be revealed! In this book, you'll find all the background information and tabletop rules needed to dive into the world
of Kill Team. The following page is full of examples of the types of killing teams that might be assembled. You'll see some of the apocalyptic war zones where the warbands are fighting, and how their desperate fire fights and vicious battles can be every bit as impact on the fate of the world as is the case with mass regimental attacks or super-heavy war machines. Reading, you'll
find plenty of narrative information and random tables for many of Warhammer's 40,000 main factions. Intended to give collectors a variety of interesting inspirations, these tables present different types of killing teams that each faction may have, the types of missions they may send, as well as the strange personalities that soldiers and their leaders might have. These parts are
designed to be a toolkit from which players can draw as little or as much as they like – one collector can roll up every aspect of their killer team and choose to play in the characters on the table to gain a truly narrative experience, while others may simply use this table as fuel ideas for conversion or kill team design. Finally, the book provides a complete set of rules for playing
various skirmish level Kill Team battles. In addition to the rules for creating your kill team, you'll also find a variety of special scenarios that are perfect for fighting a squad-on-squad to death. There's also a series of Kill Team tactics to evoke everything from sniper killer headshots to knife-wielding undeterred, and even a full campaign system where your team of assassins can
advance their skills, gain new soldiers and wargear, and conquer swathes of different territories in battle to control control Imperial lair city. By combining these mechanics with narrative inspiration from the background table, your gaming group can enjoy a truly unique and personal hobby experience that will result in a war story that you will be talking about for years to come!
Creating a team of assassins can be as simple as buying a box of Miniature Citadels, assembling and painting them to the standard you love, and getting ready to play. On the other hand, some hobbyists get great satisfaction from melting down several types of troops into one cohesive warband. They model, convert and paint each individual figure to have their own aesthetics,
personality and equipment to bring to battle. Many players enjoy the narrative elements of this kind of project, drawing inspiration from their favorite codex or Black Library novels, from the esoteric aspects of the Warhammer 40,000 universe, or even from warhammer 40,000 computer games. There is a real thrill in recreaing a group of favorite warriors from a book or game and
seeing them come alive on the table. In both cases, the table of background traits, team missions, previously generated names and more found later in the book will go a long way toward helping even a hobbyer first create a character and a unique background for their murder team. In the battle of Kill Team, every soldier in your warband is an important link in the chain. Even the
lowest Grot or Astra Militarum Conscript can unleash shots that make the difference between a glorious victory and an irritating defeat. However, certain figures among the ranks of each team of assassins deserve special mention. This is the team leader and the specialist. Kill team leader directs their soldiers in the field. Whether they are tyrannical monsters or disciplined line
officers, hard-bitten survivors or eager demagogues, these people are exemplars of their respective killing teams, and in many ways form the embodiment of players on the battlefield. Many leader killing teams have access to powerful weapons and special wargear that allow them to cut the path of destruction through enemy warbands, and it is their leadership, letter power and
authority that makes the killing team fight when the odds are against them. Specialists, meanwhile, are superior soldiers in one area, usually armed with the kind of weaponry that allows them to make the most of their skills. Sniper snipers with powerful firearms can take the enemy's head from across the battlefield; expert knives whose throbbing swords of power have tasted the
blood of a hundred enemies; madcap demolition experts with belts full of explosives and luster in their eyes; all this and more embody specialists that can be added to the killing team to give you powerful abilities and win battles. Kill Team Starter Set Box and Faction Faction Team Kill Starter Set Box come up with a set of tokens to use in your Team Kill game.You don't need this
token to play Kill Team, but if you have a set you will find a token shown on the right to be a very useful way to track which of your soldiers have done what in each round of battle. The core rules explain when each token is used, and what significance it has. You'll also find objective markers included in each set of useful tokens in your Kill Team game, where they can represent
areas or items important to your mission. The Kill Team: Commanders and Kill Team: Commander Set expansion box boxes are each equipped with tokens to use in your Kill Team game. Some of them are similar to the tokens found in the Kill Team Starter Set and the Kill Team Faction Starter Set box, but the more impressive version is worthy of the mighty Commander leading
your kill team to battle. The new counters are designed to help you keep track of the powerful new skills and abilities that your Commander brings to the battlefield. You don't need this token to play Kill Team, but if you have a set, you'll find the token shown here to be a very useful way to track what actions your Commander has taken in each round of battle. The core rules explain
when many of these tokens are used, and what significance they have, while new tokens are introduced here. Wound Markers: Injury markers range from 1 to 5 wounds. As soon as your Commander suffers one or more wounds in battle, place a corresponding wound marker next to their model to indicate how many wounds they have suffered. Aura Tactic Tokens: If you spend
Command Points to use One of your Commander's Aura Tactics, place the Aura Tactic token next to their model as a reminder that it applies. Psychic Power Tokens: If you use psychic powers that have ongoing effects, place the Psychic Power token next to the affected model as a reminder. Kill Team: The commander includes a new type of Tactic, called Aura Tactics. Aura
Tactics is a 'passive' ability (i.e. they have a constant effect after use), which affects certain models within a certain distance for a certain duration of time – most commonly until the end of the phase in which Aura Tactic is used, or the end of a battle round. Unless Aura Tactic says otherwise, models that use Aura Tactic are always within range of its effects. For example, Adeptus
Astartes or Deathwatch Primaris Captain can use Ritual Battle Aura Tactic, which affects all friendly models in 6 of them. Since Captain Primaris was a friendly model, he got from Aura Tactic as well, effectively leads by example. © Vyacheslav Maltsev 2013-2020 Unlike in vanilla 40k, most of the action in the game is handled based on I go, you go the activation base alternately,
similar to Warhammer Underworlds. This means a lot of game speed than 40k, and also requires players to plan their actions more carefully. Gameplay type[edit] Just like vanilla 40k, the way you can play kill teams is divided into three different styles; Open, Narration, and Matched Play. Open Play: Introduced in August 2019 Dev Commentary and Errata for killer teams, just like
regular 40k, you can basically do/carry whatever you want. Narrative Play: Arguably the meat and potato killer team, Narrative Play is composed very similar to Matched Play, but with the added benefit of improving your specialists and fireteam as they participate in campaigns. While leveling out potent passive abilities and guile for your specialists to use, it also increases the total
cost of their points to take, adding a little strategic element to consider for future missions. Narrative Play also has players who manage four different resources that they can win/lose because they beat or lose to your opponent (most of the time, the winning player doesn't lose resources). Lastly, models taken from the action roll up the table to determine their fate post-match;
these can range from returning with a power boost to simply perishing and losing all the progress they might make in their respective specialties. Matched Play: Your traditional gametype is one and done, players perfect the 100pt (125pt for Elite Kill Teams) list of basic units, level 1, and play as usual. Since there is no continuity between games, you don't have to worry about units
being paralyzed or killed for future games, but your specialists and fireteam can't level up and gain new skills. If things happen to your Kill-Team in a Campaign mission, you can choose to lose the battle after the third round. Obviously you will lose, but on the bright side you will not risk losing experienced Specialists to unlucky Casualty reels. Scouting Phase[edit] Once the terrain
is set but before your kill team is deployed, each player secretly selects 1 of the 6 pre-battle actions to perform in the scouting phase to give themselves an advantage or fight against the action of the opponent's Scouting Phase. 1. Spying on Enemy Forces: Set aside up to 20% of your kill team while deploying them; they are regulated after normal deployment occurs. 2. Plant
Traps: Choose up to d3 pieces of terrain. The enemy model that moves in 1 of the pieces of the terrain (or initiates/completes the movement in 1 of them) triggers traps. The model then rolls up the d6, picking up mortal wounds at 1. Regardless of whether the trap causes injury or not, the enemy model treats the trapped terrain and space 1 around it dangerous terrain. 3. Disarm
Traps: Cancels the effect of Plant Traps, if used. If Plant Traps isn't used, it doesn't do anything. 4. Scout Out Terrain: d3 pieces of difficult/dangerous terrain no greater than 8 in any dimension can be moved without penalty movement. Movement. models who take mortal wounds from this terrain ignore wounds at 5+. 5. Take a Forward Position: After deployment, up to 20% of
your kill team can move normally as if it were a Phase of Motion. 6. Eliminate Sentries: If Take Forward Positions are used, up to 20% of your model can perform shooting attacks as if it were a Shooting phase, targeting enemy models moved by Take Forward Positions. If the Take Forward Position is not used, this does nothing. Deployment and Append[edit] After selecting the
Scouting option, you switch to deployment. Missions usually provide rules to follow for restrictive deployments where you can set the model. This rule can be as simple as a third of this board to a complex shape based on radii to certain points or strange random positions such as in Aerial Strike missions. In any mission where you don't use the Ultra Close Confines Arena rules,
when you deploy a model, you can choose to set up some of your models in the Backup, not in the field. Models in the Reserve should not exceed half of the total number of models on your kill team (if you have 10 models, you can only put a maximum of 5 in the Reserve) OR half of the total cost points of your kill team (So if you have 3 20pt Stealth Suits and 5 8pt Fire Warriors,
you can't put all your Stealth Suits as backups even if they are less than half of your Model's total amount). At the end of any Phase of Motion, you can choose to set a number of models in the Backup anywhere on a board that fills in the following things: being within 1 of the edges of the board more than 5 of the enemy models are in the mission deployment zone, if one is
provided. Each faction has their own tactics and/or abilities that change these restrictions, usually for a certain number of units. The distance from the enemy is relatively constant though. Each faction also has access to the Outflank tactic, which removes deployment zone restrictions for 1CP charges When they are set up, the model is thought to have made normal efforts to
phase it out for all purposes of the rule, and cannot make any other move round it, but instead act normally in the following phases. Any remaining models in the Reserve at the end of Round 3 are considered inactive. Initiative Phase[edit] At the beginning of each battle round, the players scroll using 2D6 to determine their initiative for the rest of the battle round. The top scorer
has the initiative. Note that it is not an option, the higher rolling should go first even if it is detrimental. Movement phase[edit] Movement works with how it happens in 40k, but with three notable exceptions: Players with the highest initiative move all their units first, then all the players with the next highest initiative, and so on until all the players have completed their moves. Charging
is now carried out in this phase replace regular movements. As in the vanilla 40k, the successful charge allows the charging unit to go first in the battle phase; The failed costs are not calculated even if the unit ends up in close combat at a later date. Unlike in vanilla, charging models that fail to charge can choose to move as long as they move as close to the intended target of the
load as possible with the rolled distance, but are not forced to do so. Since both players move during the same turn, the fall back rule can be very bad for the melee model that initiates the change involved, As if you won the model initiative did nothing and then the enemy fell back, and if you lose the enemy fall back and you have to choose between staying put (often in the open)
and shooting or falling back yourself (Interpretation of this rule is confirmed through comments / documents Designer FAQ). There are several ways to avoid this. Kill everything you were involved in during the previous turn, and don't consolidate into close range unless you're going after a non-flying model with a range weapon you really, really don't want to shoot the next turn. It's
not always redeemable, but something at least worth remembering when deciding whether to charge multiple models. Charge the enemy with another model before it can retreat (As alleged to prevent you from falling back for a turn). It only works if you have the initiative or use a decisive step, however (And can be thwarted by the opponent's decisive move). Position your own
model in such a way that it is impossible for the enemy model to make normal steps without ending or passing in 1 of your models. This generally requires some models and ideal terrain to pull, but it will be very satisfying when your opponent tries to back off and realize they are stuck. It doesn't work against Harlequins or Flying Models, which of course can bypass normal
movement restrictions. Models can also choose Ready, skipping their movement phases for the sake of shooting first in the Shooting phase. Terrain can also interfere with movement, with different terrains having different effects. The Psychic Phase[edit] is similar to vanilla, but since there are very few unit options available it can even use psychic powers it is much more
important; however, it becomes more prominent if the Commander is involved. By default, all psykers know Psybolt, which is basically Vanilla 40K's Smite, but Commander Psykers can swap it or any other force they may know for any of the following: Iron Arm (WC 7): User adds +2 to S and T until psychic phase Forewarning (WC 6): Users get 4+ immune storage until the next
psychic phase. Fire Shield (WC 6): Friendly units in 8 of the psyker are counted as obscured until the next psychic phase. Psychic Shriek (WC 5): Enemy units in 12 are forced to take a Neural test. Enfeeble (WC 7): Enemy unit 12 must subtract 1 of their reels to hit and injure in close combat until the next psychic phase. Bad luck (WC 7): Enemy units in 12 must treat all attacks
directed at them as one more powerful AP (e.g. AP0 being AP-1) until the next psychic phase. The shooting phase[edit] At the beginning of the shooting phase, the player with the highest initiative shoots first with one of the models ready in the movement phase then goes to the next player with the next highest initiative, and so on until all the read models have been shot. Then,
each player in turn chooses a model for shooting that has not yet shot, starting with the player with the highest initiative then the next player with the next highest initiative until all the players have shot. Cover and range are more important in Kill Team than they are in vanilla 40k; shooting one unit of more than half the maximum range of non-Grenade weapons imposes a penalty
of -1 for hitting them, as does shooting an obscured unit (i.e. if any part of it is blocked by cover). That said, 6 that is not modified to hit will always hit so doubling on dakka to maximize the chances of lucky punches is still a viable strategy. Of course, flamers still automatically hit as well. Units that try to charge, or successfully charge, in the motion phase cannot fire in the next
shooting phase. Fight Phase[edit] The Fight Phase works similarly to how it happens in 40k; anyone who charges the first attack first, followed by a non-charger, gives you two subfags. In each subphase, players take turns activating the model to fight, starting with the player with the highest initiative, then the next highest, until all the players have attacked. Morale Phase[edit] Has
two components in Kill Team: the moral of individual fighters and the morale of the team as a whole. If more than half of the squad has been out of Action, shaken, or suffered a Flesh Injury, then the squad can break and suffer a penalty on their roll of punches for the rest of the match. Meanwhile, models who have taken Flesh Injuries or are part of the currently damaged squad
are at risk of becoming Shaken, which forces them to skip their turn completely and can disable most of their Specialist abilities. The more models in the squad are shaken or out of action, the more likely it is for other squad members to be shaken. Flesh Wounds and Out of Action[edit] When a model loses her last wound, the player who causes the injury makes the injury roll
over. At 4+, the injured model is Out of Action no longer in the game); otherwise, he suffered a Flesh Wound and was restored to a single wound. Obscured and in 1 of the terrain that performs obscurity is a penalty of -1 for the roll, and each previous Flesh Wound taken by that model adds a bonus of +1 per wound on the roll. In addition, attacks with a damage value higher than 1
1 several reels of injuries, with the highest results selected. In addition to punishing future injury rolls (thus making them more likely to be taken Out of Action), Flesh Wounds reduces the model's hit rolls and increases their chances of becoming shaken in the Moral Phase. The victim[edit] The model that came out of Action had to make Casualty scroll on d10 after the battle. This
affects when (or if) you will be able to use it again. 1: The unit is dead. Get him off the Kill-Team list, you can't use him anymore. 2: The unit cannot be used in the next mission. 3-8: Units can be used in subsequent missions. 9-10: As above, and if that unit is a Specialist, he gets extra points from Experience. Dead units can be replaced at any time during the campaign, but you'll
need to use new people on your next mission. And of course, he wouldn't have progressed his predecessor if he were a specialist or benefited from being part of the Fire Brigade Team (see below). Non-Specialist FireFighting Teams from the same Data Card (e.g. Skitarii Rangers and Ranger Gunners or Genestealer Cult Acolyte Hybrids and Hybrid Fighters) are organized into a
group called the FireFighters Team, who gain experience and progress as if they were a single model. As long as at least two members of the Fire Brigade Team participate in the battle, the entire group will benefit even if no other members are present for the battle. If a member of the Fire Team dies, his successor can still benefit from the collective experience and progress of the
group, but only if it first fights in battle with a more experienced member of the Fire Team. The FireFighting Team has a critical disadvantage of having to roll their skills on the table while they are at the level (other than not getting the ability at level 1), but the top is critical of the duplication of legal specialization (in fact, mandatory) (all FireFighting Teams are rolling at the same
table). Their abilities are not even bad - for example, two options are lifted directly from the Sniper tree, at levels 1 and 2. Plus, they're cheap; Fire Team members are charged extra points per level, while Specialists are charged an additional 4. Unfortunately, there is no legal way to undo leveling them, so you run the risk of them leveling up (and hence costing more points per
model) into capabilities you don't use. The list of capabilities of the Fire Team is as follows. In each level from 2 to 4, you scroll around the table, rolling back the results that the team has already questioned, until you roll up the abilities they don't have, which they get. Note that this means you can scroll that duplicates the existing rules on the model, but if the ability to have a
different name, you get a bone - the model now costs more, without changing in any way. An excellent example of this is if you level up the Space Marine Fire team and roll 3 on the table – now your team has 2 rules that both roll back Nerves, but you all the more expensive, without benefits. +1 Move re-roll saves 1. Re-roll failed the neural test. Choose 1 as you roll this: Re-roll 1s
to hit to shoot attacks or in the Fight phase. Pick 1 as you roll this: Roll back 1s to the wound to shoot the attack or in the Fight phase. -1 for injury rolls for this model. Typically, the best results are 4, 5, and 2 or 6, depending on how good your savings are (2 are excellent on models with excellent invuln storage, and 4 are amazing with plasma because modifiers don't count
towards supercharging in Killteam). Specialist [edit] Specialists gain experience by participating in combat and using Specialist-specific Tactics. While improving Specialists gives them progress that makes them stronger and opens up new Tactics for them to use, leveling up also increases the value of Specialist points by 4 points per level (e.g. level 2 specialists will cost 4 points
more than level 1 specialists), forcing players to strike a balance between additional effectiveness and a higher price tag. A specialist cannot progress beyond Level 4. The Commander Unit to be added in Kill-Team: Rogue Trader works differently, which will be outlined in its section. Advance specialists work on the model of branching trees; when they level up, they can choose
and choose from different abilities in this sequence: Level 1 Is Either Level 2A or 2B If Level 2A is selected, either Level 3AA or Level 3AB; if Level 2B is selected, either Level 3BA or Level 3BB. Other abilities that have not been selected at the previous level As a result, two identical units with the same Specialization and wargear can easily end up with a completely different set of
advances. Note that some units may not be able to access certain types of Specialists, or may have their ability to become Specialists of a certain type associated with certain requirements (e.g. the Guard can only become a Communications specialist if he takes vox-caster as part of his wargear, and a Tactical Marine can only be a Leader if he is a Sergeant). The Leader's
specialty focuses on buffing other members of your killing team, as well as being the primary source of Command points for your team. It's also the only mandatory Specialist, because Kill-Team has to take one (and only one) to become Battle-Forged. Keep in mind that your Leader doesn't have to be the one with the highest leadership or the best combat ability. In fact, for some
teams, it might actually be better if he didn't. The Leader's most important job is to just stay alive and continue to produce CP, appointing as Leader a small unit and will stay out of the way of enabling bring in more formidable units like other types of specialists (usually combat) so they can be free to do what they do best. Common sense (Lv 1): As long as this model is on the
battlefield and not shaken, get an additional Command Point at of each round of battle. Thickness (Lv 2A): This model automatically passes the Nerve test. Paragon (Lv 3AA): Re-roll hit roll 1 for friendly models in 3 of these models, as long as it is not shaken. Usually, much better than Mentor, because buffing all models within reach (including himself) in each Phase is usually
more than enough to make up for not being a full reel failure. Tyranny (Lv 3AB): Your opponent must add 1 to the Nerve test for the enemy model in 6 of these models, as long as it is not shaken. Since this requires you to get your Leader near the enemy to work, this is much better on a Leader who already wants to be close, like a close combat power plant. Inspire (Lv 2B): As long
as this model is not shaken, other friendly models in 3 automatically pass the Neural test. Now it doesn't affect the Leader itself, so be careful. Tactician (Lv 3BA): As long as this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, roll the D6 whenever you use Tactics. At 5+ you get a command point. Synergize directly with Reason, because the current model will both give the point of
command and then attempt to restore its use. Mentor (Lv 3BB): Once per round of battle, when you choose a friendly model in 3 of these models to shoot in the Shooting phase – as long as the model is not shaken – you can reroll the failed roll of hits for that model until the end of the phase. Typically, it is much worse than Paragon, as both are limited to the Shooting phase and
limited to buffing only one model, which amounts to much worse than upgrading from 1 which rolls back to back all failures. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1 - Lead By Example (1 CP): When this model is selected to fight in the Fight phase, other friendly models in 3 of those who are also eligible to fight can also do so. Leaders and other models can fight in any order. Level 2 - Fire On
My Target (1 CP): Same as Lead By Example, but for shooting instead of melee. Level 3 - Force Of Will (1 CP): At the beginning of the round, if the Leader is on the battlefield and not shaken, Team Kill does not suffer a penalty for being violated. Heavy[edit] Improves shooting, either by increasing the effectiveness of heavy weapons or by making users tough enough to cover with
assault weapons. The Extra Armor branch can also add a little effectiveness in close combat. Relentless (Lv 1): This model does not suffer a -1 penalty for shooting with a heavy weapon after moving in the previous Movement phase, or for shooting an Assault weapon after Advancing. Suppressor (Lv 2A): The enemy model targeted by this model in the Shooting phase suffered a -
1 penalty on hit rolls until the end of the phase. Devastator (Lv 3AA): You can restore damage to this model of ranged weapons that have random Characteristic Damage. Tight (Lv 3AB): You can reroll roll hit 1 for this model Shooting phase. Extra Armour (Lv 2B): Ignore ap-1 characteristics for attacks targeting this model. Indomitable (Lv 3BA): Once per round of battle, you can
make your opponent roll the injury dice again for this model. Heavily Muscled (Lv 3BB): You can roll back 1 wound reels for this model in the Fight phase. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- More Bullets (1 CP): During the shooting phase, when selecting a Weight Specialist whose weapon typically fires more than 1 shot, he fires one additional shot (e.g. Heavy 2 will strike 3 times



instead of 2). Level 2- Overwhelming Firepower (2 CP): After the Level 2+ Weight Specialist shoots in the shooting phase, he can shoot again. Cannot be used in the same round as Other Points. Level 3- Unkillable (1 CP): At the beginning of the moral phase, Level 3+ Weight Specialists can remove flesh wounds. Destruction[edit] A set of grenade-focused capabilities, flamer use,
and attacking obscured enemies, with some post-battle capabilities thrown into the mix. Breacher (Lv 1): Add 1 to the wound against the obscured target. Pyromaniac (Lv 2A): Roll back 1s for wounds when using weapons with auto-hit properties (e.g. flamers). Saboteur (Lv 3AA): If the model is on Team Kill and is not out of action when making a victim roll, roll the d6. At 5+,
opponents lose 1 Materiel. Sapper (Lv 3AB): If a model is on the Kill Team and a Plant Trap Strategy is used, an additional piece of terrain can be trapped. Grenadier (Lv 2B): Add 3 to the maximum range of any Grenade and roll back 1 to hit with them. Siegemaster (Lv 3BA): Add 1 roll of injuries caused by attacks carried out in the Shooting Phase if they are made against an
obscured model. Ammo Hound (Lv 3BB): If the model is on Team Kill and is not out of action when making a victim reel, roll the d6. At 5+, you get 1 Materiel. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Custom Ammunition (1 CP): In the shooting phase, select a demolition specialist; His attack this phase adds 1 to their wound rolls. Level 2- Lucky Escape (1 CP): At the beginning of the shooting
phase, select a Level 2+ Destruction Specialist. It gets FnP 5+ for the phase. Level 3- High Explosives (1 CP): When choosing a Level 3+ Demolition Specialist to shoot in the shooting phase, he only fires one shot even if his weapon usually has more attacks. However, the damage to the weapon was increased 2. Cannot be used in the same round as Custom Ammunition.
Combat[edit] Throughout the Overhaul involving phases of battle, including ways to inflict mortal wounds. Expert Fighter (Lv 1): Add 1 to the Attack characteristics of this model. Warrior Adept (Lv 2A): Add 1 to press the reel for this model in Fight. Deathblow (Lv 3AA): Each 6 wound reels you make for this model in the Fight phase inflict 1 mortal wound on the target in addition to
other damage. Combat Master (Lv 3AB): Add 1 to the Attack characteristics of this model for each inside enemy model at the beginning of the Fight phase, until the end of the phase. Deadly Counter (Lv 2B): If there is a hit roll 1 or less made for attack models that target this model in the Fight phase unless this model is shuffled, roll the D6. At 5+ models that make attacks suffer 1
mortal wound after all attacks have been completed. Killer Instinct (Lv 3BA): You can roll back the failed wound reels you made for this model in the fight phase. Bloodlust (Lv 3BB): You can replay any failed charge reels you made for this model. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Up and At 'Em! (1 CP): In the combat phase, after attacking with a model of your kill team, select a Combat
Specialist who has not yet fought this turn. Then it can be selected for the next fight, before other players choose the next model to fight. Level 2- Defensive Fighter (1 CP): At the beginning of the combat phase, select a Combat Specialist who is Level 2 or higher. His Attack characteristics dropped 2 (down to at least 1) but opponents had to re-roll the successful hits made against
that model. Level 3- Deadly Charge (1 CP): When Combat Specialists level 3 or higher succeed, roll d6. At 5+, the target load suffers mortal injuries. Comms[edit] Can provide buffs for shooting for allied models and/or debuff nearby models. It can also generate and recycle Command Points with a single branch upgrade. Scanner (Lv 1): Once per phase of shooting, when you
choose another model from your kill team to shoot that is in 6 of these models, if this model is not shaken, you can add 1 to press the reel for that model in this phase. Errata has eliminated the ability to buff your own shooting attacks, but this is still an excellent option, especially used stacked with bonuses from sniper or Tree Weight specialists. Expert (Lv 2A): Roll the D6 at the
beginning of each round of battle, if this model is not shaken. On 5+ you get 1 additional Command point. This additional Command Point is lost at the end of the battle round if not used. Vox Ghost (Lv 3AA): Subtract 1 from the Leadership characteristics of the enemy model when this model is on the battlefield, as long as it is not shaken. Command Relay (Lv 3AB): Roll the D6
whenever you use a tactic when this model is on the battlefield and not shaken. On 6 Command Points spent on tactics it was immediately refreshed. Static Screech(Lv 2B): Once per battle, at the beginning of the fight phase, if this model is not shaken, subtract 1 of the hit rolls for the enemy models that perform the attack while they are in 6 of these models until the end of the
phase. Triangulator (Lv 3BA): Once per phase of shooting, when you choose a model from your kill team to shoot heavy weapons, if this model is not You can roll back dead when determining the number of attacks a model can make. Vox Hacker (Lv 3BB): After every battle where this model is on in team, if this model is not in Convalescence or off, roll the D6. At 5+ you get 1 wit.
Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Rousing Transmission (1 CP): In the moral phase, before a neural test is taken, subtract 1 from another model nerve test from your kill team as if the communication specialist were in 2 of them. Level 2- Scanner Uplink (2 CP): In the shooting phase, select a model on your kill team in 6 of the level 2+ communication specialists to shoot. It can shoot on
models not seen by it, but can only hit them at 6 regardless of any modifier (even on weapons that would normally hit automatically); for the purposes of the roll injury, the target is considered unclear. Level 3- New Intelligence (1 CP): At the end of the motion phase, select a model in 12 from the Level 3+ Communication Specialist. Now it's ready. Medic[edit] Focuses on minimizing
the impact of injuries and casualties, and can provide FnP and other post-battle bonuses. However, in a regularly suitable game, a Medic is only really good for buffing melee specialists or leaders, so don't bother unless you've got a good pairing. Convincing (Lv 1): This model was never treated as shaken when taking a Neural test for another model in your kill team. Field Medic
(Lv 2A): Roll the D6 when the friendly model in 3 of these models suffers injuries, as long as the model is not shaken; at 6 that the wound is not lost. Trauma Specialist (Lv 3AA): When injury roll is made for friendly models in 3 of these models as long as this model is not shuffled;roll additional dice and use the lowest results. Expert Triage (Lv 3AB): If this model is on your kill team
and not out of action at the end of the battle, and you roll up dead results when creating Casualty reels for models from your kill team, you can roll the D6. on 4+ apply convalessional results instead. Anatomy (Lv 2B): Roll wound reel 1 for this model in the fight phase. Interrogators (Lv 3BA): At the end of any battle in which you win if this model is on your kill team and not out of
action, rolling the D6, at 5 + you get 1 wit. Toxin Synthesiser (Lv 3BB): Before deployment, you can take up to model D3 from your kill team. Until the end of the battle, the model's melee weapons add 1 to the wound rolls made by their attacks. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Stimm Shot (1 CP): At the beginning of the movement phase, select the model in 2 from the untelected
Medical Specialist. It adds 1 to advance and charge rolls, and adds 1 to its Attacks stat until the next round of battle. Use this to upgrade your Combat or Zealot specialists and fire a one-man WAAAGH! to the enemy. Level 2- Painkiller (2 CP): end of the movement phase, select a model in 2 of the Level 2+ Medical Specialist that is not shaken. His toughness increased by 2 to the
end of the battle. Level 3- Emergency Resuscitation (2 (2) If a Level 3+ Medical Specialist is in 2 of the units suffering from Out of Action injuries, a flesh wound is required instead. Sniper[edit] Gives an increase on shooting attacks through reroll combinations, extra effects when rolling 6, bonuses for hitting, and increased range. Note that in terms of points, level 2 snipers with
Marksman and Assassin cost 4 points on base, while generic fire team members who have rolled Skilled and Deadly have exactly the same rules, but cost only 2 points above base. (Of course, you should really get the first roll...) Ironically, Marksman and Careful Aim make lv 1 Sniper specialties more suitable for plasma shooters than actual snipers. Marksman (Lv 1): You can
reroll roll hit 1 to model when performing a shooting attack. Assassin (Lv 2A): You can roll back the wound rolls of these 1 models when carrying out a shooting attack. Deadeye (Lv 3AA): On the un modified wound reel of 6 by this model shooting attack, improving the damage characteristics of that attack by 1 Armor piercing (Lv 3AB): On the un modified wound reel 6 for this
model shooting attack, increase the AP characteristics of this attack by 1 (e.g. AP-1 to AP-2) Sharpshooter (Lv 2B): If this model is Read, add 1 to hit the reel when making a shooting attack. Mobile (Lv 3BA): This model does not suffer a -1 penalty for firing with a Heavy weapon after moving in the previous Movement phase, or for shooting an Assault weapon after Advancing.
Eagle-eye (Lv 3BB): Increase the range characteristics of all Rapid Fire and Heavy weapons this model is armed by 6. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Careful Aim (1 CP): When choosing a Sniper specialist to shoot, he adds 1 to his reel to hit. Level 2- Headshot (1 CP): When choosing a Sniper Specialist level 2+ to shoot, any obscured target it fires is not considered unclear for
penalty shooting purposes. Level 3- Quick Shot (1 CP): When choosing Sniper Specialist level 3+ to shoot, a -1 penalty is required to press the reels but can fire twice the normal number of shots. Cannot be used in the same rotation as headshot. Scout[edit] Has access to a variety of movement-related tricks, provides buffs for shooting, and can provide additional benefits before
and after combat. Swift (Level 1): Re-roll Advance rolls for this model. Forward Scout (Level 2A): Automatically passes the Hazardous Terrain test for this model. Skirmisher (Level 3AA): Opponents must subtract 1 to hit from a shooting attack if the unit is more than 12 away from the shooting model and is not obscured or shuffled. Vanguard (Level 3AB): This unit is not shaken, the
model of the attack model of your kill team in 6 of these models return roll 1s to hit in the shooting phase. Pathfinder (Level 2B): If this unit is not in Convalescence, you can add or subtract 1 of the roll to determine the type of mission. However, this model should in that mission if the scrolls are modified in this way. Observer (Level 3BA): If this model is on your kill team, roll out d6
in the Scout phase. At 4+, you can use additional Strategies. Explorer (Level 3BB): At the end of any battle in which you win, if this model is on your kill team and not out of action, roll the D6. At 5+ you get 1 region. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Quick March (1 CP): When choosing a Scout Specialist to move, it can increase its Move stat by 2. Level 2- Marked Positions (1 CP): At
the beginning of the Shooting phase, select the enemy model in 6 of the untelected Level 2+ Scout Specialists. Models in your kill team target models that roll back 1s to hit until the end of the phase. Level 3- Move Unseen (2 CP): At the beginning of your turn in the Movement phase, select Level 3+ Scout Specialist. Release and set again in 18 of its original positions and more
than 3 enemies. The calculated model has advanced during that phase. Veteran Jack-of-all-trades with easy re-roll access, durability to shake, and the ability to improve his armor storage. Grizzled (Level 1): This model ignores the penalties on her Leadership and Nerves tests. Practiced (Level 2A): Roll back one punch or roll of wounds for this model in each battle round. Survivor
(Level 3AA): The model adds 1 to her armor storage. One Man Army (Level 3AB): If the unit is not shaken, it generates one CP per round. CP generated in this way can only be used on Veterans Tactics. Seen It All (Level 2B): If this unit is not Shaken, the model of your kill team in 3 of these models reduces 1 of the Neural tests. Battle Scarred (Level 3BA): If this model is not
shaken, the enemy model in 6 is needed -1 for their Leadership. Nerves of Steel (Level 3BB): This reel model fails to hit on Overwatch. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Adaptive Tactics (1 CP): At the beginning of the first battle but before the initiative phase, select a Veteran Specialist. This can make normal or forward steps. This tactic can only be used once per game. Level 2- Well
Drilled (2 CP): At the beginning of the Shooting phase, select a Level 2+ Veteran Specialist that is not within 1 distance of the enemy. This is Readied, and does not count as having moved this turn. Level 3- Roll with the Hits (1 CP): During the opponent's changeover in the Shooting phase, select the Injured Level 3+ Veteran Specialist but have not rolled the injured dice.
Opponents can only roll one dead injury to an attack against him, even if that attack will usually result in more. Zealot[edit] A more defensive melee specialist who can buff allies, debuff enemies, and destabilize morale. One branch of his progress also gave him FnP and immunity to Frenzied (Level 1): This model gets +1's for Strength and Attack if charged this round. Exultant
(Level 2A): : Opponents must re-scroll without modification Roll 6 for the model of their kill team in 3 of these models, as long as it is not shaken. Puritan (Level 3AA): The re-rolls model fails to hit in the fight phase if the target does not share factional keywords with him. Rousing (Level 3AB): If this unit is not shaken, the model of your kill team in 6 gets +1 to their Leadership.
Flagellant (Level 2B): This model gets FnP at 6+. Fanatics (Level 3BA): This model has never failed a Neural test. Strength of Spirit (Level 3BB): This model subtractes 1 of the necessary injury rolls. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Killing Frenzy (1 CP): When a Zealot Specialist is selected to fight, an attack that hits 6+ results in a bonus attack. Level 2- Martyr (2 CP): When a Level
2+ Zealot Specialist loses his last wound (but before rolling the injury dice), he can shoot as if it were a shooting or stacking phase and make one attack as if it were a battle phase. Level 3- Scary Rampage (2 CP): At the beginning of the Moral phase, select a Level 3+ Zealot Specialist who takes the Out of Action enemy model in the combat phase. Enemies in 6 of those models
had to do a neural test and become shaken if they failed. Select Placeholder Your Own Specialist[edit] for new content in 2019. Choose your own specialization from other specialized parts (for example. Heavy 1, Sniper 2A, Veteran 3BB, Heavy 3AB and the correct level tactics) but only for Open Play. Specialist Commander[edit] This specialist is exclusive to the Commander.
They usually make a much greater impact than normal specialties, because you can only have one commander. Not all commanders can use each specialization, and different models have a variety of specialties that they can use (e.g. Lieutenant Primaris can be a Strategist, but Primary Librarians cannot). Commanders also do not level up like normal specialists. Instead, their
skill levels and trees are selected before the game. There are also some specializations for certain named characters. Instead of increasing by only 4 points per level, commanders instead increased much more because of the greater impact they made. Strategist[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Rogue Trader, reprinted and slightly updated in Kill Team: Commanders. A style
multiplier that focuses primarily on CP production and improving the capabilities of other Specialists. Resourcefulness (Level 1): As long as this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, you get 1 additional Command Point at the beginning of the battle round. A direct copy of the Basic Leader's abilities, but, of course, they'll stack up. Advisor (Level 2A): While this model is in 3 of
the other friendly specialists, other specialists are treated as one level higher than they really are level 4) for the purpose of determining what tactics you can use. The utility depends on what you bring and its level (since high-level specialists receive no benefit at all from but it is very good to improve your specialists, because access to more tactics makes you more likely to have
use for any of them, generating a point of experience for specialists without forcing you to waste CP on tactics you no longer use. Counter-Strategist (Level 3AA): As long as this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, roll 1d6 whenever an opponent uses a tactic. At 5+ you get one Command Point. Absolutely fantastic. Master Tactician (Level 3AB): As long as this model is on
the battlefield and not shaken, subtract 1 of the Command Point costs from all tactics you use (up to a minimum of 1). Obviously it doesn't help with 1 CP tactics, but 2 CP tactics are abundant. Pretend To Fall Back (Level 2B): This model can Shoot or React even if it Falls Back or Retreats earlier in the battle round. It would be great on a model that is meant to be a shooting power
plant, but it doesn't have direct synergies with CP power elsewhere in this tree. Famous Commander (Level 3BA): If this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, get one additional Command Point at the beginning of the battle round. This can only be spent on Aura Tactics (which gets the Commander) for this model in this round of battle. Mission-Critical Mastermind (Level
3BB): Your kill team cannot be broken while this model is on the battlefield. Basically force enemies to kill this model before they can even get a chance to destroy your Kill-Team. Don't let him die. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Feed (1 CP): Use before the initiative phase at the beginning of the game. Roll 1d3 - You can remove a number of friendly models from the battlefield until
the numbers are rolled up and set them again. Can only be used once. Level 2- Inspired Tactics (1 CP): Use this tactic after you use Tactics from the Command Points and Tactics section of the core manual if you have a Level 2 Strategy specialist or higher on a battlefield that isn't shaken. You can use that tactic again this phase. Level 3- Counter-Tactics (2 CP): Use this tactic if
you have a level 3 strategy specialist or higher who is not shaken; use it when your opponent is using tactics. Opponents have to spend one additional Command Point to use Tactic. If they can't afford it, their points will be refunded but they can't use the tactic anymore that phase. Strength[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Rogue Trader, reprinted and slightly updated in Kill Team:
Commanders. Another melee-focused specialist, Strength doubles the direct thrust to the user's built-in attack power. Muscular (Lv 1): Add 1 to the strength characteristics of this model. Juggernaut (Lv 2A): 1 roll of wounds for this model in the Fight Phase if successful. Absolutely remarkable, although there are concerns about overlap with the baseline +1S. Bull Charge (Lv 3AA):
Add 1 to the Attack characteristics for this model in the Fight Phase if if cost. Sunderer (Lv 3AB): Subtract -1 from AP to short-range attack of this model (e.g. AP0 to AP-1). Brutal Strikes (Lv 2B): Roll wound reel 1 in the Fight phase. Devastating Power (Lv 3BA): All close-range attacks of this model provide 1 extra malfunction. Put this on a model with a weapon close to low str
(because you have +1 of Muscle) and low damage, but have an excellent AP, such as a Power Sword, to really pay attention to this in action. Crusher (Lv 3BB): Add 1 to all roll injuries caused by a melee attack of this model. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Body Slam (1 CP): After successfully charging from a Power specialist, roll the d6 for each enemy model in 1. They picked up a
mortal wound at 6. Level 2- Mighty Blow (1 CP): Use it before rolling to hit. When choosing a Power Specialist who is Level 2 or higher to fight, if their attack hits, the enemy model takes mortal wounds and the attack sequence ends. Level 3- Grab and Throw (1 CP): Use when the enemy model taking the test falls within 1 of the Power Specialists who are Level 3 or higher (who
do not have to take the fall test). Instead of taking the test normally, the controller players of both models scrolled and added the strength of each model to the results. If the user's score is greater than or equal to the opponent, the crash test fails. Stealth[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. Focus on moving and increasing bonuses so as not to be obscured. Steady Aim
(Lv 1): This model is always counted as Readied in the Shooting phase as long as it remains stationary or makes normal movements of no more than half of its Move characteristics in this phase of battle rotation movement. Skulker (Lv 2A): If this model is really visible but in 1 of any terrain, it is considered unclear. One with Shadows (Lv 3AA): If this model is obscured when
targeted in the Shooting phase, opponents should subtract 1 from the hit rolls shooting model (in addition to other modifiers). Lurker (Lv 3AB): Roll the D6 whenever this model loses wounds in the Shooting phase when obscured from the attacking model. At 5 + the wound does not disappear. If the model already has the same capabilities (e.g. Repulsive Tough) choose which
effect applies, and reroll 1 while creating this roll. Climbers (Lv 2B): If this model climbs the distance vertically (up or down) while performing normal movements, divert the distance moved (e.g. climbing wall 4 counts as 2). Prowler (Lv 3BA): Enemy models cannot fire Overwatch on this model if it is within 6 of them at the beginning of your turn in the Motion Phase. Sure-footed (Lv
3BB): This model has never been affected by difficult terrain, dangerous terrain, or pieces of trapped terrain Scout phase. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Hidden Spread (1 CP): Use this tactic at the beginning of the first, first, Initiative phase. A Stealth specialist from your kill team can immediately make a normal move as if it were a phase of motion. You can only use this tactic once
per battle. Level 2- Dive for Cover (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Shooting phase if your Stealth Level 2 specialist or higher from your kill team is in 2 of any terrain features. Specialists are considered obscured from all enemy models until the end of the phase. Level 3- Backstab (2 CP): Use this Tactic in the Fight phase when a Stealth Level 3 specialist or higher
from your kill team attacks a target that is within 1 of the other friendly models (before the hit roll). If the attack hits, the specialist inflicts a number of mortal wounds on the same target as the weapon's Damage characteristic - the sequence of attacks then ends. Shooting[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. Names say it all, really. Shootist (Lv 1): Re-roll hit roll 1 for this
model when performing a shooting attack. Trick-shooter (Lv 2A): This model did not experience a penalty on their hit rolls because their target was obscured. Targeting Weak Spots (Lv 3AA): Add 1 roll of wounds to this model attack when carrying out a shooting attack. Precision Strike (Lv 3AB): Each time you create a 6+ wound reel for this model's attack in the Shooting phase,
inflicting a number of mortal wounds on the same target as the weapon's Damage characteristic – the attack sequence then ends. Pistoleer (Lv 2B): This model can shoot twice with one weapon Pistol is armed in the Shooting phase: after they shoot their Pistol for the first time, immediately shoot with it again. Hip Shooter (Lv 3BA): This model can shoot Assault, Rapid Fire, or
Pistol weapons in the Shooting phase (or React to fire Overwatch) even if advanced earlier that battle round. If that's the case, you'll have to subtract 1 of the hit reels made when firing that weapon unless it's an Assault weapon. Long Bomb (Lv 3BB): Double the range characteristics of any grenade weapon used by this model. In addition, this model can target enemy models not
seen by them with Grenade weapons, although if they do, the enemy model counts as obscured. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Itchy Trigger Finger (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Shooting phase to immediately Prepare a Shooting specialist from your team of assassins who are not shaken or in 1 of the enemy models. Level 2- Lucky Hit (1 CP): Use this tactic when
a Specialist Shooting Level 2 or higher from your kill team performs an attack that hits the enemy model in the Shooting phase (use Tactic before the wound reel is created). Do not make a roll of wounds - it automatically succeeds. Level 3- Impossible Shot (1 Use this Tactic when specialists shooting Level 3 or higher from your kill team carry out attacks targeting enemy models
in (use Tactic before the hit roll is made). Do not make hit roll - it automatically succeeds. You can't use this tactic in the same battle round as Lucky Hit Tactic. Psyker[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. The first branch increases Psybolt and other forces directly, and the other buffs Deny the Witch. Anyway, you'll probably want this on anyone with psychic powers. You
may want some CP backups for this specialization. You need 1 round as a backup re-roll if you get danger from the warp and don't take the increased branch of Warp Drain, and much more is always useful to get off on the extra spell down utility (2CP) or turn off your known spell (2CP). If you have points and have access to Expert Specialism Strategists, you may want to get
generalist traits and go for Level 1 Strategy skills (+1 CP per turn) at level 4. Arcane Students (Lv 1): Add 1 to the Psychic test of this model. Psychic Onslaught (Lv 2A): Add 1 to this model's Psychic test for any psychic powers they emitted earlier in the battle round. A must have, remember this when casting power, especially for bonus +2 on the third power. Psionic Potency (Lv
3AA): If you manifest psybolt psychic powers with this model, the power range is 24 instead of 18. Omniscience (Lv 3AB): If you manifest Psybolt's psychic powers with this model, you can target the enemy models seen in 18 of them instead of the closest. Warp Drain (Lv 2B): Add 1 to this model's Deny the Witch test. Ward Protector (Lv 3BA): If this model suffers from Warp
Hazard, roll out D6 for every mortal wound they suffer. At 4+, the wound did not go away. If the model already has the ability with the same effect (like Disgustingly Resilient), you can push which effect applies, and roll back 1s while making this roll. Witchbane (Lv 3BB): This model can make one additional Deny the Witch attempt at each round of battle. Unique Tactics[edit] Level
1- Mental Focus (1-2 CP): Use this Tactic after manifesting Psybolt's psychic powers with the Psyker specialists of your kill team. You can try to manifest Psybolt a second time this phase. This tactic costs 1 Command Point unless specialists can usually try to manifest only one psychic power in each psychic phase, in which case it costs 2 Command Points instead. An amazing
tactic that should be used almost every round, for a psyker that can manifest 2 forces it allows you to manifest an extra psybolt only for 1CP. Although some people will consider this as technical so that in the future errata will probably change the psychic cost as a psychic force 2CP. Level 2- Loremaster (2 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Psychic phase. You can
exchange one known psychic power by a Psyker specialist level 2 or higher from your kill team (the other then Psybolt) for the resulting new power psychic power list (pg 17). Level 3- Psychic Barrage (2 CP): Use this Tactic when you choose a Level 3 Psyker specialist or higher from your kill team to realize psychic powers in the Psychic phase. That model may try to manifest one
additional psychic power in this phase that it has not attempted to manifest in this phase. Melee[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. Take one guess about what's improved. Expert Figher (Lv 1): Add 1 to the Attacks characteristics of this model. Warrior Born (Lv 2A): Re-roll hit and roll wound 1 for this model in the Fight phase. Duellist (Lv 3AA): Roll a D6 every time you
use duel of honour commander tactic on this model. On 2+ you get Command Point. Precision Strike (Lv 3AB): Each time you create a 6+ wound reel for this model's attack in the Fight phase, inflicting a number of mortal wounds on the same target as the weapon's Damage characteristic – the attack sequence then ends. Swift Parry (Lv 2B): Opponents must re-roll roll 6 for
attacks targeting this model in the Fight phase. Inenetrable Defense (Lv 3BA): Subtract 1 of the Attack characteristics (at least 1) from all enemy models in 1 of these models as they fight in the Fight phase, until the end of the fight phase. Lighting Reflexes (Lv 3BB): Roll the D6 each time this model suffers a cut in the Fight phase. At 5 + the wound is not lost. If the model already
has the ability with the same effect (e.g. Repulsive Tough), you can choose which effect applies, and roll back 1 while creating this roll. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Stunning Blow (1 CP): Use this tactic when your kill team's Melee specialist performs attacks targeting enemy models in the Fight phase (use Tactics before a hit roll is made). If the attack is hit (whether the wound
reel is successful or not), the opponent must subtract 1 of the model's hit reels for the rest of the battle round. Level 2- Haymaker (1 CP): Use this tactic when a Level 2 Close-Up specialist or higher from your kill team performs attacks targeting enemy models in the Fight phase (use Tactics before a hit roll is made). If the attack is successful, the damage inflicted will be doubled.
Level 3- Fight Dirty (2 CP): Use this tactic when enemy models perform any attack targeting Level 3 Close Range specialists or higher than your kill team in the Fight phase (use Tactics before the hit reels are created). For the rest of the battle round, the enemy model control player must subtract 2 of the hit rolls for that model's attack. Logistics[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team:
Commanders. An eclectic mix of campaign bonuses, offensive ability, and defensive ability. Extra Armour (Lv 1): Ignore ap-1 characteristics for attacks targeting models Quartermaster (Lv 2A): If this model is on your kill team and not out of action after all The reels have been made after the mission that you lost materiel, roll the D6 for every point you lose. At 2+, materiel points
are not lost. Scavenger (Lv 3AA): If this model is in your kill team and not out of action after all the Casualty reels are made after the mission, roll the D6 and add the number of enemy models that are not in action at the end of the mission (before there are Casualty reels). At 7+, you get 1 Materiel. Master of Sabotage (Lv 3AB): If this model is on your kill team and not out of action
after all the Casualty reels are made after the mission, roll the D6 for each opponent who plays that mission. At 5+, players are rolled due to the loss of 1 Materiel. Armed to The Teeth (Lv 2B): In each phase of shooting, instead of just one model of your kill team that can fire grenade weapons, this model and one other model in your kill team can each fire a Grenade weapon
armed with them instead of firing another weapon. Master Artisan (Lv 3BA): Choose one of these model weapons. Add 1 to the weapon Damage characteristics. Rangefinder Scope (Lv 3BB): Choose one of these Assault, Rapid Fire, Heavy, or Pistol weapons. Increase the range characteristics of the weapon by 6, and roll back the hit rolls 1 when this model performs a shooting
attack with that weapon. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Grav-Chute (1 CP): Use this tactic at the beginning of the first round of battle, before the Initiative phase. Choose a model from your kill team. During the battle, the model never suffered any damage that fell, and never fell on other models. If you want, place the model as close as possible to the point at which it will land. It can
take him in 1 of the enemy models. Level 2- Armour Piercing Ammunition (1 CP): Use this Tactic in the Shooting phase when a Level 2 Logistics specialist or higher from your kill team performs a shooting attack with an Assault, Rapid Fire, Heavy or Pistol weapon. When completing an attack, increase the weapon's strength characteristics by 1. and increase the AP by 1. (e.g. AP0
to AP-1) Level 3- Refractor Field (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the first battle round, before the Initiative phase. Choose a model from your kill team; during the battle, the model had 5+ immune rescues. Leadership[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. The main draw here is to amplify the Aura Tactics effect, but the ability to use equivalent skills and such
objective guaranteed leaders should also not be gilded. With Second in Command, you can also get more flexibility to where you want to go aura buff. Symbol of Courage (Lv 1): As long as this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, subtract 1 from the Neural test for the model Aura of Command (Lv 2A): Increase the range of all Aura Tactics used by this model by 3. Master of
War (Lv 3AA): Each time this using Aura Tactic, roll D6. At 3+ you get back 1 Command Point. Heroic (Lv 3AB): As long as this model is on the battlefield and not shaken, you get an additional Command Point at the beginning of each battle round. This Command Point can only be used for Commander Tactics. Inspire (Lv 2B): Friendly models in 3 of these models - as long as
they are not shaken - automatically pass the Neural test. Grim Determination (Lv 3BA): Friendly models in 3 of these models - as long as they are not shaken - do not suffer a penalty on their roll of punches for the one flesh wound they have. Tenacious (Lv 3BB): This model always controls objective markers if they are within 2 of them, even if there are more enemy models in 2 of
those objective markers. If an enemy model with similar capabilities is also in 2 of those objective markers, no capability has an effect for either model. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Seconds in Command (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the battle round. Until the end of the battle round, your killer team leader can use one of your Commander's Aura Tactics. When they
do, they are models that gain aura ability, not your Commander. Level 2- Put them down! (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Shooting phase. Choose the enemy models seen by Level 2 Leadership specialists or higher from your kill team. You can roll back the roll of hit 1 for friendly attack models made in this phase that target the model you choose. Level 3-
Inspirational Oratory (2 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Moral phase. As long as the Level 3 Leadership specialists or higher of your kill team are on the battlefield and not shaken, all friendly models on the battlefield automatically pass the Nerve test created in this phase. Fortitude[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. You've got 2 roads here; make it more likely
you will survive the roll of injury or make it more difficult to get you there in the first place. Don't forget that all the Fortitude Tactics revolve around inhibiting the roll of injuries as well, and they stack up with improved rankings. If you want to really mean, combine the Injury tree with the ability of Medical 'Trauma Specialist' Level 3 to add extra dead to the injury reel pool and force
the lowest results to be picked. There are very few bad choices here, and it can turn almost any commander into 'The Thing That Will Not Die'. Hardy's Constitution (Level 1): Ignore wounds at 6+. As always, if you already have something similar, you can reroll 1s. Indomitable(Level 2A): You can force a reel of injury rolls created by attacks that target this model once per round.
Feel No Pain (Level 3AA): Subtract 1 to injuries made to this model. Unyielding Will (Level 3AB): You can try to resist psychic powers in the Psychic phase one time more than you could otherwise (even if you usually can't). Hard to Kill (Level 2B): Halve damage damage of each weapon used to attack this model (rounding up) during an attack. Note that this reduces the rolled injury
dice as well. True Grit (Level 3BA): Add 1 to the toughness characteristics of this model. Iron Constitution (Level 3BB): Add 1 to the wound characteristics of this model. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Pain is for the Weak! (1 CP): Use this Tactic when your opponent makes an injury roll model of your kill team that is within 3 of the friendly Fortitude specialists (use this Tactic before
the Injury roll is created). Subtract 1 of all rolled dice as part of the Injury roll. Level 2- It's just a Scratch (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Moral phase. Roll the D6 for any flesh wounds suffered by Fortitude Level 2 specialists or higher than your kill team. At 5 + that flesh wound is removed. Level 3- Refusal to Fall (2 CP): Use this Tactic when your opponent creates
an Injury roll for a Level 3 Fortitude specialist or higher than your kill team (use Tactics before the Injury roll is created). Apply the -2 modifier to the injury roll. Ferocity[edit] Introduced in Kill-Team: Commanders. Focus on making better accusations, reducing penalties from flesh wounds, and making you stronger when approaching death. High risk, high returns. Counter-Attack
(Level 1): This model can fight in the Hammer of Wrath section of the battle phase even when it's not yet charged. Bloodlust (Level 2A): This model can reroll failed power rolls. Fearsome War-Cry (Level 3AA): Attacks targeting this model in the combat phase reduce 1 of their hit rolls if this model is charged. Berserker (Level 3AB): Subtract 1 of the wound rolls targeting this model
in the combat phase. Ignore Pain (Level 2B): Flesh wounds do not cause penalties for this model in the fight phase. Death Frenzy (Level 3BA): If this model is taken out of action during the fight phase, you can immediately fight with them even if they were chosen to fight earlier in the phase. Angry Rage (Level 3BB): If this model has less than half the wounds left, it gets a d3
attack. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Murderlust (1 CP): Use this tactic when it's your turn to move in the Movement phase. The Ferocity Specialists form your team of unshakeable assassins can make an effort of charging against enemy models with 15 of them, and you can add D3 to their cost roll. Level 2- Bellow of Wrath (2 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Moral
phase. In this phase your opponent must re-launch the nerve test that was successfully taken to model the enemy in 6 of the Level 2 malignancy specialists or higher from your team of assassins who are not shaken. Level 3- Fury Unleashed (2 CP): Use Tactics in the Fight phase, before attacking with a Level 3 or higher ferocity specialist from your kill team. Add 1 to the Injury
reels you make when completing attacks for this model in phases. Legendary Hunter[edit] Introduced in Elite. A very potent specialty is limited to a small handful of named Commanders; it does not give much ability, but what it gives is some of the best around. However, having this Specialism disables the use of Commander Traits. Level 1- Hard Case: The flesh wound suffered
by this model does not cause a hit roll penalty. Basically giving you Superior Transhuman Physiology prisoners. Level 2- Sudden Ambush: When setting up these units from the reserve, they can be set up anywhere more than 5 of the enemy models. Level 3- Stealthy Hunter: When this model is obscured, the enemy shooting attack takes an additional -1 penalty for hitting and
injury. Level 4- Like Fighting a Shadow: Once per battle, if this unit is not shaken and has no enemies within 6 distance then it can leave the battlefield and enter the reserve. Unique Tactics[edit] Level 1- Nine Lives (1 CP): When the enemy performs an injury roll for this unit, the roll takes a penalty of -1 ... for all rolled dice. Level 2- Fighting With The Legend (1 CP): If this model is
not shaken, it and all models are friendly in the auto-pass Nerve test 2. Level 3- Legendary Skill (2 CP): When choosing to shoot or fight with this model, it can reroll failed to hit and wound until the end of the corresponding phase. Commanders are introduced in Kill Team: Rogue Trader, and added to all the other factions in Kill Team: Commanders. Commander is a unique form of
Specialist that acts as the equivalent of a Character in 40k vanilla. A Commander can take a skill tree from any specialist allowed for them on their data card, which is not included in the normal number of specialists you can have in your kill team. They don't get experience normally, but instead choose their level (and by extension their base fee) when added to Kill-Team, and can
choose to add up to 3 Commanding Traits at the expense of further point increases. They are much stronger than normal units in Kill-Team, but they can take up to half of the total cost of Kill-Team points even when taken at level 1 without Traits, so don't alienate them too much. In campaigns, Commanders have the following limitations: Only 1 Commander model can be present
in Kill-Team. Specialists taken From Action by Commanders benefit hard knocks on the roll of victims 8-10 rather than the normal 9-10. Specialists and FireFighting Teams get 1 bonus experience if one of their attacks keeps the Commander out of action. If a Commander is taken from action, the controlling player loses 1 Morale, regardless of the outcome of the game.
Commanders use the table rolls their own victims: 1: Commanders begin their next mission with flesh wounds and reduce Move, Attacks, Ld, S, and Wounded them by 1. 2-3: The commander begins his next mission with a flesh wound and reduces their Move, Attacks, and Ld stats by 1. 4-5: Commander begins his next mission by Wounds. 6-10: The commander doesn't take a
penalty. Universal Commander Traits[edit] Iron Will (5 pts): Commander auto-passes Nerve test. Stoic Hero (5 pts): The commander ignores the punishment of the first flesh wound suffered. Destined by Destiny (10 pts): The commander has FnP 6+ against mortal wounds. Tactical Planner (15 pts): The commander gets a d3 CP bonus at the beginning of the first battle round.
Generalists (15 pts, only available to Level 4 Commanders): Instead of choosing other advances of their preferred type of specialist as level 4 capability, Commanders can take level 1 capabilities from other types of specialists they are allowed to choose from. Master Specialist (30 pts, available only to Level 4 Commanders): Commanders can select 2 previously un selected
specialist advances from their tree as their level 4 specialist advances instead of 1. Tactics[edit] Tactics is a Kill-Team Version of Stratagems, and like them is used by issuing Command Points (CP). Universal[edit] Anyone can use this Tactic. [ Core ] yes, I'm sorry. Tactical Re-Roll (1 CP): Roll repeat one Advance roll, charge roll, psychic test, Reject Witch test, hit roll, wound reel,
rescue throw, injury roll or Nerve test. Just like in vanilla 40k and just as valuable. [ Core ] yes, I'm sorry. Decisive Move/Shot/Strike (1/2/2 CP): Three Stratagems, all of which are activated in their respective phases. Select a model; The model moves, shoots, or fights before anyone else. [ Core ] yes, I'm sorry. Insane Bravery (1 CP): Passed the Automatic Nerve test. [ Core ] yes,
I'm sorry. Gritted Teeth (1 CP): For the shooting or fight phase, ignore penalty blows from flesh wounds. [Arena] I don't know what to do. Point-Blank Overwatch (1CP): [Elites] Outflank (1CP): Set up any single model of backup anywhere that is both within 1 of the edge of the board and without 5 of the enemy's Universal Commander tactics[edit] Everyone can use this Tactic, but
they are only related to the Commander. Ad, sir! (1 CP): If the Commander fails to save and a friendly model that is not shaken is within 2 of them, roll the d6. At 2+, damage from the attack is taken by other models instead. Heroic Intervention (1 CP): If there is an enemy model in 3 of the Commander at the end of the movement phase and the Commander is not advancing,
retreating, retreating, or attempting demands, the Commander can stack up as if it were a Battle phase. Duel of Honor (1 CP): At the beginning of the fight phase, the Commander can only attack other Commanders but again rolls all the punches and wounds that fail. Killzone-Specific[edit] This tactic can only be used in certain Killzones. Some of these also require certain Factions
or Specialists as well; tactics related to factions of this type are registered with their respective factions. Killzone: Death World Forest[edit] Universal: Malevolent Flora (0 CP): Vicious Spines (0 CP): Overgrowth (0 CP): Deadly Vines (0 CP): Living Barrier (0 CP): Tap the Ruins (1 CP): Granat Anti-Pabrik (2 CP): Spesialis Spesialis Poison Blades (2 CP): Use when you choose a
Combat specialist to fight in the Battle Phase. The reroll failed to roll the wound until the end of the phase. Grisly End (2 CP): Use when you choose a Level 2 Combat specialist or higher to fight in the Combat Phase, if they are within 1 of the enemy models that are within 1 of any terrain features. Each roll of 6+ wounds by specialists against that model inflicts mortal wounds in
addition to other damage until the end of the phase. Close Call (1 CP): Use if your Veteran suffers mortal injuries from the Dangerous Terrain test. At 2+ ignore it. Expert Forager (1+ CP): Use this at the end of the last battle round if you have Level 2 Scouts or higher on your kill team and are not out of action. For every CP spent on this tactic, roll out the D6. If 1 or more dice roll 6,
get 1 Materiel Follow My Leads (1 CP): Use at the beginning of the motion phase. Models that start phases in 3 of the scouts selected do not take dangerous terrain tests if they also end their movements in 3. Killzone: Sector Fronteris[edit] Universal: Specialist Specific: Killzone: Sector Mechanicus[edit] Universal: Specialist Specific: Killzone: Sector Munitorum[edit] Universal:
Specialist Specific: Killzone: Wall of Martyrs[edit] Universal: Report Position (2 CP): Add or subtract 1 from the roll to see if the battle is over. Take Bunker (1 CP): Models can get into the bunker. Emptying Bunker (1 CP): The model can get out of the bunker. Relative Safety (1 CP): Subtract 2 from neural tests for models in bunkers. Fire in the Hole (1 CP): A grenade thrown into
the bunker hit everyone in the bunker. Firing Step (1 CP): Re-roll failed Overwatch hits if you're in defensive placement. Go to the Ground (1 CP): Give up shooting to model on the defensive line to make the enemy model take -2 to shoot it. Sturdy Barrier (0 CP): The penalty that must be hit to intervene in the Fight phase is -2. Does not trigger the regeneration of CP. Specialist
Specific: Minesweeper (1 CP): Your opponents should let you know if they have trapped the terrain in 6 of your Scout specialists. Inspiring Vantage (1 CP): If your Leader is standing on top of a bunker, roll back the failed Nerve test for your team. Looting the Battlefield (1 CP): A Veteran specialist near the field gets a point of experience. Once per mission. Call In Fire Support (2
CP): Communication Specialist level 2 selects the enemy model that can be seen and makes it and everything nearby take mortal wounds at 6. Truehawk/Ministorum Temple[edit] Point-Blank Overwatch (1 CP): Mostly the same tactics of the same name from Arena, with slight language differences. Remote Access (1 CP): If the INFANTRY model ends normal movement in 1 of
the Control and there is no enemy in 1 of the same Panel, it can open or close one door as if it were in 1 of it. If the model is a Communication specialist, select up to door D3. D3, I'm sorry. Specific[edit] This tactic can only be used by Kill Teams whose models all have a specific Disposition. Added by January 2020 edition of White Dwarf, and restricted to Narrative Play. Ferocious
Bloodlust (1 CP): Use this Tactic when consolidating with malignant models of your kill team. Until the end of the phase, when that model consolidates, you can move it up to 6 instead of up to 3 Heavy Punches (1 CP): Use this Tactic when you choose a Malignant model from your kill team to fight in the Battle Phase. Until the end of the phase, increase the characteristics of
Armour Penetration from a short-range weapon armed with a model with 1 (e.g. AP -1 to AP -2). Mania (1 CP): Use this tactic at the end of the Fight sequence where a vicious model of your kill team takes the enemy model out of the action. As long as the model is in 1 of the enemy models, it can immediately fight again. N.B. that Fight Sequence includes consolidation, so you use
your consolidated moves to get in 1 of the other enemies and pop this tactic. However, also 'keep in mind that if you charge you can only fight the model you managed to make it 1 of with the cost movement. Guerrilla Feigned Retreat (1 CP): Use this Tactic as you Retreat with guerrilla models from your kill team in the Movement phase. That model can shoot later in that round of
battle. Coordinated Attack (1 CP): Use this tactic after the Guerrilla model of your kill team has completed all its attacks against one enemy model in the Shooting phase. Until the end of the roll re-roll phase 1 for attacks carried out with weapons ranged by other Guerrilla models in your kill team that target that enemy model. Raider (1 CP): Use this Tactic when you choose a
Guerrilla model from your kill team to fight with. For that sequence of fights, that model can accumulate and consolidate in all directions, rather than having to end the movement closer to the nearest enemy model. Headhunters Critical Hit (1 CP): Use this tactic after a failed rescue throw as a result of an attack by the Headhunter model of your kill team. Increase the damage
caused as a result of the attack by 1. Hidden Sword (1 CP): Use this Tactic as you choose a Headhunter model from your kill team to fight in the Fight phase. until the end of the phase, that model can only make a single attack with one weapon, but on an un modified wound roll 4+ attacks it inflicts one mortal wound in addition to normal damage. Target Eliminated (1 CP): Use this
Tactic after the enemy Leader or Commander is taken from action as a result of an attack created or psychic powers manifested by the Headhunter model of your kill team. Earn Points D3, I'm sorry. Fear of Fear (1 CP): Use this tactic at the beginning of taking a neural test step from the Moral phase. Choose a dread model from your kill team. Until the end of the phase, opponents
must roll up one additional D6 and and the highest when taking a Neural test for their model while they are with 6 of that model. No Escape (1 CP): Use this tactic when your opponent chooses an enemy model with 1 Dread model from your kill team to Fall Back. Until the end of the phase, that enemy model, and all the other enemy models in 1 of your models, can only fall back on
the D6 5+ reels. Reaper (1 CP): Use this tactic when an enemy model that is shaken or has one or more flesh wounds is reduced to 0 wounds as a result of an attack created or psychic power manifested by the Dread model of your kill team. The enemy model was taken action (do not make injury roll). Hidden Hidden Hunters (1 CP): Use this Tactic when you choose a Covert
model of your kill team to shoot with in the Shooting phase. Until the end of the phase, if the shooting model is obscured from the target, ignore all negative modifiers to hit the reels and injury reels for attacks made by that model against that target. Conceal (1 CP): Use this Tactic at the beginning of the Shooting phase. Choose one covert model from your kill team of more than 8
of any enemy model. Until the end of the phase, that model cannot be selected to shoot, but is counted as obscured. If it's already counted as obscured, it counts as being at a distance as well. Ambush (1 CP): Use this Tactic when you choose an enemy model as the target cost for the Covert model of your kill team. If the charging model is obscured from that model, that enemy
model cannot react to that payload. Mission-Specific[edit] This tactic can only be used in certain missions. Specialist-Specific[edit] See also: This Tactic Specialist can only be used on suitable Specialists who meet their minimum level, and will provide Specialist Experience in addition to its immediate benefits. They are listed above, under their respective Types of Specialists.
Faction-Specific[edit] See also: Empire Faction See also: Factions of Chaos See also: Xenos Factions Some Tactics are restricted to specific Factions, and discussed in tactics for those factions. Building a Kill-Team[edit] Instead of having a list assigned, Kill-Team can have a pool of up to 20 different members. While there are limits to how many Leaders and Specialists can be
used in the game as seen below, you can have a number of them on your list. When the model chosen to participate in a given Kill-Team game is decided in secret before the game starts, it is recommended to have different types of specialists to fight against your opponent's choice (e.g. demolition specialists for cover camps, or combat specialists to handle Tau and IG). Of
course the opponent will try to predict what you will bring too, and the only thing you will know for sure about the list is its Kill-Team faction. You also shouldn't be too predictable with your choices, or you'll be open to getting Yourself. To become Battle-Forged, Kill-Team must follow these restrictions: Kill-Team must have at least 3, but no more than 20 models. The prisoner team is
considered Battle-Forged when they contain at least 2 models, as long as all other conditions are met. The Kill Team must have one (and only one) Leader. Kill-Team can include up to 3 other Specialists, but no specialist can be taken more than once. Specialist Retainers may be taken to exceed the specialist limit of 3, but the Uniqueness requirements still apply. You cannot
have a Combat Retainer and Combat Specialist. Kill-Team cannot include more models of one type than the maximum, as given on the corresponding datasheet. All models must share fraction keywords. The total cost of Kill-Team must not exceed 100 points. In some cases, this can be increased to 125, 150 or 200 points depending on what the mission determines.
Killzones[edit] Different types of maps in Kill-Team are called Killzones. In addition to all the typical terrain you can expect from 40k, each Killzone has a series of environmental conditions that can add additional effects to the battle. For example, in Killzone's Munitorum Sector you may be forced to avoid the edge of the battlefield or risk your model being hit in the head by a falling
container. In addition, some tactics only work in certain Killzones. The Imperialist Sector[edit] Killzones Imperialist Sector can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling the d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Abandoned Habs: None. 2- Abandoned Ammunition: In each battle round, each Kill-Team can have two different models using their grenades in
phases, not one. 3- Smoke in the Air: All shooting attacks reduce 1 of their hit rolls. 4- Traps: The top floor of all the ruins is a dangerous terrain. 5- Tunnels: If the model of your kill team starts your turn in the Movement phase in 1 of the manhole holes and more than 1 of any enemy model, and they are not shaken, they can enter the tunnel. When they do, get it off the battlefield.
At the end of your turn in the Movement phase of the next round of battle, you can place that model in 1 of any hole that is within 24 of the manhole holes they use to enter the tunnel, and more than 1 of any enemy model. They are thought to have made normal err steps. Although they are not on the battlefield, they are considered in action for the purposes of the Neural test and
check if your kill team is damaged. If they are not on the battlefield at the end of the battle, they are considered in action. Outside of campaign games, this has no effect. Sector Sector Mechanicus Killzones can have any of the following environmental effects, as specified by scrolling d6 d6 battlefield set: 1- Quiet Industry: None. 2- Artificial Earthquake: Roll D3 every round of
battle, in 1 all the open ground is a difficult terrain until the end of the round. 3- Gouts of Flame: Roll a D6 every round of battle for each model in 1 of the embedded pipes. On roll 1, suffered mortal wounds. 4- Service Hatches: If the model fails a neural test in 1 of the service hatches or starts your turn in the movement phase in 1 of the service hatch, they can hide. They were out
of action but didn't make a rolling sacrifice for them after the battle. 5- Toxic Emissions: +1 for all injured rolls. 6- Raw Materials: In the campaign game, the winner of this mission gets 1 Materiel. Outside of campaign games, this has no effect. The Munitorum Sector[edit] Munitorum Killzones sector can have any of the following environmental effects, as specified by rolling d6 after
the battlefield is set: 1- Empty Warehouse: None. 2- Container Collapse: Roll D3 each battle round, on 1 randomly select the edge of the map. Every model within 3 inches of that edge gets a mortal wound. 3- Pitch Darkness: Models cannot target models more than 12 away with shooting or psychic powers. 4- Triggered Alarm: -1 for all reels to determine if the battle ends 5-
Unstable Cargo: Randomly select a piece of terrain at least 4 in 1 dimension into dangerous terrain. 6- Scavenged Bounty: In this campaign game, the winner of this mission gets 1 Moral. Outside of campaign games, this has no effect. Fronteris sector[edit] Fronteris Killzones sector can have any of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling d6 after the battlefield
is set: 1- Desert: No additional rules. 2- Sandstorm: Roll a d6 at the beginning of each round. At 1, any model that is not in 1 of the Ryza patterned Ruins is shuffled and all the weapons ranged have their range of 6 Surprisingly, due to words, it actually increases the range of weapons with under 6 ranges, such as the Melta Bomb. 3- Shifting Sand: All desert areas that have not
Been Dangerous or Impassible Terrain are now Difficult. 4- Solar Storm: Roll D6. From that round of numbers (e.g. roll 2, from the second round) onwards, Comms' tactics and abilities cannot be used, and all players get +1 to injury when the target is not at least partially under the roof of the Ryza-patterned Ruins. 5- Stinging Vermin: Roll a d6 when the model advances or
declares the cost. At 1, take mortal wounds. 6- Abandoned Safe House: In a campaign game, the player who wins the mission gets 1 Materiel. Otherwise, no additional sanctoris sector[edit] Sector Sanctoris Killzones has specific rules relating to the walls around the temple printed on the board. That is, if long-range attack on the wall, the target is considered unclear. In addition,
any non-flying model that moves across the wall must end their touching step wall, but not on it. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Destroyed Temple: No additional rules. 2- Deafening proclamation: Every attack in 6 of the Imperial Statue takes a penalty of -1 for being hit. 3- Sanctified Area:
IMPERIUM models on the Temple floor get 6+ FNP. If they already have FNP, the model doesn't even benefit. 4- Defaced Temple: -1 Ld for Each IMPERIUM Model on temple floor 5- Battle of Encroachment: Roll D6 for each model with 3 edges of the board. At 1 p.m., he suffered Mortal Injuries 6- Recovering Relics: In the campaign game, the winner of this mission gets 1
Materiel. Outside of campaign games, this has no effect. Death World Forest[edit] Death World Forest Killzones can have any of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Too Calm: No additional rules. 2- Aggressive Fauna: At the beginning of each round of battle, roll the D6. At 4+, randomly select one model on the battlefield.
The model suffered mortal injuries. 3- Crawling Undergrowth: Whenever the model advances you have to roll additional dice and use the lowest roll. When determining the model's charging distance, you'll need to roll additional dice and use the two lowest results. 4- Scary Sound: You have to add 1 to all Nerve tests. 5- This Is a Mistake: All terrain on the battlefield other than
unforgivable terrain is a dangerous terrain. 6- Not Entirely Deadly: In a campaign game, the player who wins the mission gets 1 Region. Otherwise, there are no additional rules. Truehawk[edit] The Truehawk killzone forces rules for ultra-close restrictions to be used and disables the Scouting Phase. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as specified by
rolling d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- All Systems Run Normally: No additional rules. 2- Crawlways: If the model of your kill team starts your turn in the Movement phase in 1 of the crawlway entrances and more than 1 of any enemy models, and they are not shaken, they can enter the crawlways. When they do, get it off the battlefield. At the end of your turn in the Movement
phase of the next battle round, you can place that model in 1 of the crawlway entrances that are within 24 of the manhole holes they use to enter the crawlways, and more than 1 of any enemy model. They are thought to have made normal err steps. Although they are not on the battlefield, they are considered in action for the purposes of the Neural test and check if your kill team
is damaged. If they are not on the battlefield at the end of the battle, they Don't act. 3- Leaked Engine Coolant: All players reduce 1 to hit in the shooting phase if the model shoots or targets it within 6 of one of the Engine Cooling Stations Features. All the open ground in 1 of the Engine Cooling Station is a dangerous terrain. 4- Logical Lockdown: Remote Access Tactics require 2
CP, not 1. 5- Grav Plate Malfunction: The player with the greatest strategic advantage rolls the d6 at the beginning of each round. At 1 p.m., the entire battlefield becomes a difficult terrain for the rest of the round; if the model advances or charges a fee, it treats the battlefield as a dangerous terrain instead. 6- Integrity of the Compromised Hull: When a player rolls 1 to hit, they
have to roll the second d6. If the second result is 1, everyone rolls d6 for each model in their kill team. At 1 p.m., the model picked up a mortal wound. This effect can only happen once per game. Ministorum Temple[edit] Killzone's Ministorum Temple forces rules for ultra-close restrictions to be used and disables the Scouting Phase. In addition, it can have one of the following
environmental effects, as determined by rolling d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Deserted Temple: No additional rules. 2- Ecclesiarchy Fortress: All Imperial units get +1 to Ld, and all Chaos units get -1 to the tainted Ld. 3- Sanctum: As above, but Chaos is gossiped and the Imperials are debuffed instead. 4- Dust and Debris: Everyone reduces 1 to hit in the shooting phase. 5-
Crypto Tunnels: If the model of your kill team starts your turn in the Movement phase in 1 of the dungeon access trap doors and more than 1 of any enemy model, and they are not shaken, they can enter the dungeon tunnel. When they do, get it off the battlefield. At the end of your turn in the Next Round of Battle Movement phase, you can place that model in 1 of each dungeon
access trap door that is within 24 of the dungeon access trap doors they use to enter the dungeon tunnel, and more than 1 of any enemy model. They are thought to have made normal err steps. Although they are not on the battlefield, they are considered in action for the purposes of the Neural test and check if your kill team is damaged. If they are not on the battlefield at the end
of the battle, they are considered in action. Wall of Martyrs[edit] Wall of Martyrs Killzones can have any of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Nothing But Bodies: No additional rules. 2- Inspirational Sacrifice: Players can subtract 1 from the Neural test to model in 1 of any field in the Moral phase. 3- Minefield: If a player
chooses stratagy Plant Traps, they can trap additional field D3 Pieces. If this mission has no Scouting phase, there are no additional rules. 4- Shattered Subtract 1 from the rolls made when any model advances or costs. 5- War Unending: Add 1 to any scroll made to determine whether the battle is or not 6- Primary Location: In a campaign game, the player who wins the mission
gets 1 Region. Otherwise, there are no additional rules. Generatorium[edit] Generatorium Killzones forces rules for ultra-close constraints to be used, and requires certain terrain settings unless the mission instructs otherwise. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling the d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Safeguards Operational: No
additional rules. 2- Hot as Hell in Here: Roll a D6 every time you move the model. At 1, subtract 1 of the hit rolls made by the model for this battle round. 3- Venting Steam: Player with Initiative rolls the D6 at the end of each battle round. If the result is the same as the battle round number, roll the D6 for each model in 2 of any pipe. At 5+, the model suffered mortal injuries. 4-
Emergency Lockdown: Players with initiative roll up the D6 at the end of each round of battle. At 5+ all doors are closed. 5- Explosive Barrels: Barrels are a valid target in the shooting phase. Only one can be made against the barrel. If it hits, roll the D6. At 4+ barrels ejected from the battlefield, any model standing on the barrel is out of action and any model in 2 should roll the D6.
At 4+ they suffer mortal wounds. 6- Unstable Cargo: All piles of crates are dangerous terrain. Catacombs[edit] Catacombs Killzones forces rules for ultra-close restrictions to be used, and requires certain terrain settings unless the mission instructs otherwise. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling the d6 after the battlefield is set:
1- Quiet as a Graveyard: No additional rules. 2- Creeping Root: When rolling the charge, if 2 or more dice have the same result, halve the total. 3- Shroud Smog: Roll D6 every time you Charge or Down Payment. At 1, subtract 1 of the hit rolls made by the model for this battle round. 4- Oppressive Gloom: Models can't shoot &gt;12 away. 5- Toxic Storage Facility: -1T when in 2
barrel stacks 6- Lost in the Dark: At the end of each round, roll the D6 for any model that is not in 8 of the friendly models. At 1, the model was taken out of action. For Casualty Roll in Campaign Missions, treat dead scrolls or Convalescence as Full Recovery. You can still get Hard Knocks as usual. Armorium Stockpile[edit] Armorium Stockpile Killzones force rules for ultra-close
restrictions to be used, and require certain terrain settings unless the mission instructs otherwise. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling the d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Nothing is Useful: No additional rules. 2- Ammo Chest: The model used in 1 chest can change 1 in the shooting phase. 3- Oil Leakage: Roll the D6 whenever
the model tries to Advance or Fill in 2 barrels. Barrels. a 1, they did not move this phase. They are still considered to have Advanced or tried Charge. 4- Security Locking: Roll the D6 every time you try to open the door. At 1, the door remains closed. 5- Prowling Xenos Predator: At the end of the Movement phase, roll the D6 for any model that is not in 8 of the other models. At 1,
the model was taken out of action. 6- Weapon Prototype: At the end of the Motion phase, roll the D6 for any model that is in 1 crate and more than 1 of any enemy model. At 6, instead of shooting in the Shooting phase, that model can instead inflict Mortal Wound D3 onto the enemy model seen in 12. Garrison Vault[edit] Armorium Stockpile Killzones forces rules for ultra-close
restrictions to be used, and requires setting certain terrain unless the mission instructs otherwise. In addition, it can have one of the following environmental effects, as determined by rolling the d6 after the battlefield is set: 1- Squared Away: No additional rules. 2- Leaking Waste Pipe: Roll the D6 for any model with 2 pipes at the beginning of the Shooting Phase. At 1, subtract 1 of
the hit rolls made by that model for the rest of the phase. 3- Ration Storage: Randomly select objective markers, if they are playing. Any model with 1 can re-test the Nerves when within 1 of that marker. 4- Fortified Blockhouse: -2 to hit the roll when obscured by a wall instead of -1. 5- Lighting Malfunction: At the end of the Initiative Phase, roll out D6. At 1, the model cannot shoot
models more than 12 away. 6- Unstable Munitions: Roll D6 as it moves to or over a pile of barrels or crates. At 1 p.m., the model suffered a D3 flesh wound and a pile of barrels or crates was removed from the battlefield. Blackstone Fortress[edit] Blackstone Fortress Killzones forces rules for ultra-close restrictions to be used, and has no random environmental effects. Instead
there are some additional rules about layout, deployment and portals as well as specifications on how to interpret ultra-close boundary rules on Blackstone Fortress tiles. You first choose the layout of one of the combat cards either by selection or randomly, then arrange the layout as specified. Replace any Discovery Markers with Objective Markers placed in the center of the hex
and Maglev Transport Room with Portals. The pink line on the tile is considered Wall, and the Wall is considered to also exist on the edge of any tile not adjacent to other tiles. When deploying, the players roll. The winner chooses one of the Portals to be used. Their opponents must use the furthest portal from that one. Take turns deploying one model entirely in 3 portals each.
Any model that cannot fit can be brought to the board during the movement phase by placing it on the edge of the tile adjacent to another tile and then move it as usual. Whatever it is not brought to the board at the beginning of Round 3 is considered in action. Faction[edit] Empire[edit] Chaos[edit] Xenos[edit] Xenos[edit] Xenos[edit]
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